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To all whom ¿t may concern.

Be it known that I, FRANK VAUGHAN, a
citizen of the United States, residing at Eliza
beth City, in the county of Pasquotank and
State of North Carolina, have invented certain
new and useful Improvements in Car-Coup
lings, of which the following is a description.
Figure 1 is a perspective view of a car pro

In making use of my coupling the frame X 55

on one car is adjusted so that its link will be

in the middle of the car, and the fra-me X on
the other car is adjusted so that its draw-head
will be in the middle of the car. Then as the
cars come together the link L of one car en

ters the draw-head ofthe other, and, pushing
back the jointed coupling-pin I?, allows the

vided with my improved coupling. Fig. 2 is latter to fall through the link and couple the
IO

a vertical section ofthe link and spring through cars. Then when the draftstrain is exerted
line .c .fr of Fig. l. Fig. 3 is a side View of the the lower end of the pin P catches against a
two couplings on different cars in the act of' lug, Z, in the bottom ofthe draw-head, which
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coupling, the draw-head being in section.
lng holds the pin and prevents it from pulling
My invention relates to means for coupling out again.
_
cars; and it consists in the peculiar construc
For moving the sliding frame X from side
tion and arrangement of the coupling-link and to side any suitable mechanism-such as a 73
its supporting-spring, in the peculiar con hand wheel or lever, M-may be employed.
struction of. the draw-head, and in the combi
nation of the two‘as mounted upon the same

At t on the frame X is attached a signal-rod,
that extends npabove the top of the ear. At
adjustable frame, which is adapted to be moved its upper end it bears a board painted red, and
to bring either the coupling-link or draw-head is designed to carry a red lantern at night, so 75
to the center line of the car, as hereinafter cars may be coupled at night as well as in the
more fully described.
day, only one red light being at the center.
In the drawings, S is a spring, which may
In practice the sliding frame X should be
25 be of the coiled elliptical forni, as shown, or stoutly made and strongly connected to the

spiral, or ol' other shape. This spring is end ot` the car, or to the under side of the car So
tìrmly attached to one end ofthe sliding plate near the end. I may also, to reduce a break- ‘ I
X, which is arranged in guides upon the ends ing strain on the spring S, arrange stop de

ot' each car, and is adapted to slide trans
30 versely to the car, as indicated bythe arrows

vices to come into action and relieve the spring
when drawn out to a certain distance, as is fre
quently done in such cases.

in Fig. l.
85
B is the draw~head, which is attached to
Having thus described my invention, what
the sliding plate at its other end, and just I claim as new is~beside the spring. In the draw« head are
l. A car-coupling consisting of a frame, X,
arranged U-shaped springs f, which extend arranged to slide transversely to the car, and

back into the throat of the draw-head, and
also outside and around the side edges ol" the
draw-head, as shown.
P is a coupling-pin, which passes through
a slot in the top of the draw-head, and which
pin is at its upper end jointed to the lever e,
i‘ulcrurned at b, and worked bya rod, c, to raise
or lower the pin.
T is a casing attached to spring S, and in
which is contained the butt-end ot‘ link L.
This link is connected to the casing T and

bearing a coupling-«link at one end and a draw 90

head at the other, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

2. The combination of the spring S, casing
T, link L, with lntll~and~socket joint A, and
springs c a, to hold the link horizontal, sub 95
stantially as described.
3. The combination ofthe casingT and link

L, connected thereto by ball-and-socketjoint,
as described.

4. The combination ofthe draw-headB and

spring S by a ball-and-socket joint, A, that the U-shaped springs f, as and for the purpose
allows the link to oscillate vertically or side
wise.
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described.
5. The combination ofthe slotted draw-head

Inside of the casing T are arranged springs B, the lever e, jointed pin P, and lug Z, as and
a c, which hold or bring back the link to a

horizontal position. The lower side of casing
T is by preference made a little longer than
the upper, to better sustain the link.

for the purpose described.
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FRANK VAUGHAN.
G. W. COBB,
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